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Certificate file:. its Fiesta time as Loopmasters proudly present Latin Horns,. to download the new
version of Camping CarmanScan LiteThursday, May 05, 2006 A Weekly Football Diary We end the

pre-season with almost thirty matches to be played this weekend. Over the next fortnight, we will be
watching and reporting on the remaining games from Chelmsford, Peterborough, Cardiff, Newcastle,

Mansfield, Accrington, Hereford and Rochdale - who, you may be interested to know, are in
desperate need of a win if they are to survive relegation. I will provide links to all of our coverage

here and the write-ups will be the same as always, though hopefully with some new comments and
pictures to go with the usual info. In the centre of the inaugural Barclays Premier League season,
Wolves have played a shrewd game; a tough, energetic 4-1 win over Chelsea last Saturday which

was heavily reliant on the glorious David Edwards, but also a more clinical and assured victory this
afternoon over Bolton Wanderers, if only through the final few minutes of the match. The Blues had

enjoyed the lion's share of possession but failed to make the most of it, and neither Wanderers
striker Joey Barton nor the Dutchman Jan Vertonghen were able to capitalise on the few shots the

visitors had on target (albeit for a poor final ball from the latter). The Serbian defender Bojan Djordjic
also played a key role in the win, with an enterprising performance in which he limited the threat of

his Chelsea counterpart Kante. Tom Cairney had the first shot on target after five minutes, tapping in
at the back post from a midfield corner, and Edwards, playing alongside him, had his own shot

deflected off Gary O'Neil into the path of Bojan, who fired home with a composed finish. Steve Bull
and Calvin Zola both had chances to add to the score, but that was as close as Chelsea came to

getting back into the game. Jamie Ness, playing his first game of the season, was immense on his
debut and dominated the defensive midfield role, while Edwards scored
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